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We propose and study several models that describe the asymptotic nature of the 
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an impinging shock can thicken a boundary layer at the point of intersection. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study in this paper several singularly perturbed second-order 
Dirichlet boundary value problems having solutions whose asymptotic 
behavior models, in an idealized fashion, the interaction between a shock 
layer and a laminar boundary layer in a slightly viscous compressible flow. 
Our models will turn out to be quite idealized; however, we are unaware of 
any previous work on the asymptotic nature of shock-boundary layer 
interactions even for such simple models. The fluid dynamical literature is, 
of course, replete with discussions of this important phenomenon that are 
based either on extensive experimental studies or on equally extensive 
numerical treatments of the governing differential equations. We mention 
only the monographs [7,9] and the survey article [ 11, where informative 
and comprehensive discussions of the salient physical mechanisms involved 
may be found, together with many additional references. 
Our approach here is to show by means of elementary asymptotic 
analysis how a boundary layer is influenced by the presence of a shock 
layer, when the layers are each solutions of the same singularly perturbed 
differential equation. If we call the small (positive) perturbation parameter 
E, then a shock layer is a transition zone of width O(E) in the interior of the 
domain within which the solution passes rapidly but smoothly from one 
inviscid state to another. Likewise a boundary layer is a transition zone of 
width O(E”*) next to a portion of the boundary of the domain within 
which the solution passes rapidly but smoothly from an inviscid state to a 
viscous state that satisfies the prescribed boundary conditions there. Note 
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that as E + 0 the boundary layer is thicker than the shock layer, since 
0 <E <E”‘. Thus the model layers mimic the actual physical layers if we 
identify E with the coefficient of viscosity p, in that a physical shock layer 
[boundary layer] is known to have a thickness proportional to p[p’/‘] 
under normal circumstances. 
2. SOME ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
Let us consider first a situation in which a shock layer sits along a sub- 
characteristic, namely the problem 
&V2U := &(U,, + uy,) = u,, (x, y)inD:=(O, 1)x(-l, l), 
#(X, - 1, E) = U(X, 1, E) = 0, x in [O, 11, (El) 
44 YY 6) =f(yL 41, Y,E)=Q yin C-l, 11, 
for f a smooth function of y except at y =0 where f(0’) #f(O-) (cf., for 
example, [3; 5, Chap. 43). The subcharacteristics are the straight lines 
y - constant, in view of the fact that the reduced equation is simply U, = 0, 
and so the correct outer solution is U(x, y) :=f( y), since the subcharac- 
teristics enter D along x=0. (The only other possible outer solution is 
U= 0, but we reject it since the subcharacteristics exit D along x = 1 
(cf. [6].) There are also boundary layers along the side x = 1, where the 
subcharacteristics exit D, and along the sides y = + 1, which are themselves 
subcharacteristics. We further anticipate the occurrence of a shock layer 
along the discontinuity line y = 0. 
To make these ideas precise, let us first investigate the boundary layer 
along x = 1. Setting e := - (1 -X)/E and substituting into the differential 
equation, we obtain E -‘iits + &ii,,, = E -‘ii, or 
i?,, + 82u,, = ii,, (2.1) 
together with the boundary condition ii(0, y) = 0 and the matching con- 
dition ii(& y) -f(v) as 5 + - co, for ii(& y) := u( 1+ ~5, y). Then setting E 
equal to zero in (2.1) and solving the resulting differential equation 
UC5 = a, (2.2) 
give us the solution ii(<, y) = c,(y) + c2( y)er. Finally, applying the boun- 
dary condition and the matching condition determines the boundary layer 
solution along x = 1 [< = 01, to lowest order, as 
cBL(ty y)=f(y)(l -d. (2.3) 
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As regards the boundary layers along y = f 1, let us consider only the 
side y = 1 since the analysis applies to y = - 1 mutatis mutandis. The fact 
that y = 1 is itself a subcharacteristic forces us to introduce a different 
stretched variable t := - (1 - Y)/E”‘, in place of the more natural choice 
- (1 - y)/e (cf. [3; 5, Chap. 41). The original differential equation then 
becomes ti,, + EG,, = ti,, for &(x, r) := u(x, 1 + E”%), which, to lowest order 
in E, reduces to the diffusion equation 
ti ,,=ti,, (2.4) 
with r a space-like and x a time-like variable. The solution of (2.4) we seek 
must satisfy the boundary condition 6(x, 0) = 0 and the matching condition 
ti(x, r) -f(y) as r + -co. In terms of the similarity variable s := TX ’ ’ 
Eq. (2.4) reduces to the ordinary differential equation v,, = - (s/~)u,, and 
so the desired boundary layer solution along y = 1 [T = 0] is 
In order to resolve the shock layer along the subcharacteristic discon- 
tinuity line y = 0, we proceed as above and introduce the stretched variable 
q := y/s1 ‘. The original differential equation is transformed into an 
equation which, to lowest order in E, is again the diffusion equation 
ii9q = ii,, (2.4) 
for U(x, q) := u(x, E”*v). By applying the matching conditions 6(x, q) -+ 
f(y+)as~~GOandu(x,q)-tf(y~)asq~-m,wefindthatthesolution 
of this diffusion equation that describes the shock layer is 
=J+[f.(,;)-J]/” exp[-i2/4]d@‘L, ~60, 
q:r’,’ 
for J :=f(O ‘) -f(O -) the shock “strength.” Note that as suggested by the 
scalings 5, T, and q and confirmed by the solutions ii BL, ti BL, and ii,,, 
respectively, the boundary layer thickness along x = 1 is of order e, while 
the boundary layer thickness along y = ? I and the shock layer thickness 
are of order .s112. 
Having resolved the boundary and shock layers independently of each 
other, we now turn to the question of what happens in a neighborhood of 
the point (1, 0), where the shock layer intersects the boundary. We proceed 
as above by making the double change of variables x + 5. y ---f q, in order 
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to obtain the equation governing the layer behavior near this point, namely 
E -1U=C5+ii,,=~-‘G, or 
(2.5) 
for $5, q) := u( 1 + ~5, sl’*~). The form of this equation indicates that the 
boundary layer is still described, to lowest order, by Eq. (2.2) near the 
point where the two layers meet. More precisely, the shock layer is a per- 
turbation of order E on the boundary layer in a neighborhood of (1, 0), as 
measured by the term E%,,,, in (2.5), while away from (1,0) the shock layer 
is only a perturbation of order Ed, as measured by the term s*ti,, in (2.1). 
This heuristic reasoning can be placed on a firmer footing by employing 
the shock layer solution U = U(x, y, E) as the leading term in an 
asymptotic expansion of the solution u of (El), that is, we set u(x, y, E) = 
U(x, y, E) + w(x, y, E). Then w  is the solution of the problem 
&V2W = w,, (x, Y) in D, 
w(x, + 1, E) = - U(x, * 1, E), xin [0, 11, 
w(O, y, E) = 0, w(LY,E)=--U(LY,E), yin [-l,l]. 
It follows directly from a maximum principle argument (cf. [6, 31) that 
I~~~~Y,~~~~II~I~~~~~C-~~-~~I~~ for (x, y) in D, 
where (1. (( oD denotes the supremum norm. In other words, the boundary 
layer solution, represented by w, is indeed of the form (2.3) found earlier. 
Away from the point (1, 0), V(x, y, E) N f( y) as E + 0, while near this point 
U(x, Y,E)-f(O+)-f(O-) as s-+0. 
With the insight gained from this examination of (El) we turn now to an 
example in which a shock layer does influence a boundary layer in the 
neighborhood where the two layers meet each other. The problem is 
(cf. C41) 
Ev=U = -MU, + U, (x,y)inS:=(-1,1)x(-l, l), 
U(Xv Y, E) = cP(X> Y), (x, Y) on as, 
WI 
where the smooth boundary data CJJ is such that for y in [ - 1, l] 
cp(L Y)>2* 4$-l, Y)-= -2, and Id--l, y)+cp(l, VII <2. 
(2.6) 
[The significance of these restrictions will become apparent shortly.] Upon 
setting E equal to zero we find that the reduced equation UU, = U has the 
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one-parameter family of solutions U(x, y) = x + II/( y), for $ an arbitrary 
smooth function of y, as well as the trivial solution U = 0. Thus it is 
possible to find solutions of this lirst-order equation satisfying the boun- 
dary condition along x = + 1, namely 
U,(x, y) :=x+&--l, y)+ 1 
and 
U,(x,y):=x+cp(l,y)-1. 
Now the theory (cf. [4]) tells us that since U,(x, y) ~0 and U,(x, y)>O 
in S by virtue of the first two inequalities in (2.6), the problem (E2) has a 
solution u = a(x, y, E) which is a shock layer centered along the noncharac- 
teristic curve x,,(y) := - [q( - 1, y) + cp( 1, y)]/2. Note that x&y) c S since 
/.x0( y)l < 1, by virtue of the last inequality in (2.6). This shock layer 
connects the two “inviscid” branches U, and UR, and its thickness is of 
order E. As E + 0, then, 
4x3 YT El - U,(x, Y) for x < -Q(Y), 
4x5 Y, E) - U,b, Y) for x>x,(Y), 
and 
4X,(Y), y, E)-441, Y)-d-4 Y)-2= Ui7(Xo(Y),Y)- ULMY), Y). 
In addition, there are also boundary layers along the sides y = f 1 of 
thickness O(s”*) (cf. (El)). More precisely, we see by arguing as above that 
in a neighborhood of y = f 1 
ludx, Y, &)I Q IW, Y)I (1 -evC-(1 T Y)/E”~I), (2.7) 
where U(x, y)~ U,(x, y) for x<x,(y) and U(x, y)- U,(x, y) for 
x > x0(y). The shock layer CJ intersects these boundary layers at the points 
(x,,( f l), + l), and it is here that we want to examine the influence of the 
shock layer on the boundary layer. 
To this end, let us set u(x, y, E) = a(x, y, E) + w(x, y, E) and proceed as in 
the discussion of (El). The function w  is then a solution of the boundary 
value problem 
&V2W = - (aw + w2/2), + w, (x, Y) in S, 
W(fl, Y,E)=O, yin C-L 11, (2.8) 
4x3 f 1, E) = cp(x, If 1) - 0(x, f 1, E), xin C-1, 11. 
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Before examining neighborhoods of the points (x,,( f l), f l), we first show 
that the shock layer has negligible influence on the boundary layers away 
from these points. To do this we rewrite the differential equation in (2.8) as 
&VW= -(a+w)w,+(l-a,)w, 
since we know that away from the curve x&y)(~- U,(x, y)[U,(x, y)] for 
x<xO(y)[x>xo(y)], that is, crX- 1. Consequently, to either side of x,(y) 
the function w  is the solution, to leading order in E, of the problem 
&VW= -(a+w)w, 
w(x, f 1, E) = cp(x, + 1) - a(x, f 1, E). 
For x c x,,(y) 0 - U,(x, y) as E + 0, and so w  is asymptotically the solution 
of 
&VW = - [ U,(x, y) + w] w, 
44 *l,E)=(P(X, fl)-U,(x, *l); 
(2.9) 
while for x > x0(y) cr - U,(x, y) as E -+O, and so w  is asymptotically the 
solution of 
&VW = - [ U,(x, y) + w] w, 
4% +LE)=q(X, fl)-U,(x, rtrl). 
(2.10) 
The problem (2.9) is very similar to the problem (El) just treated since 
U,(x, y) < 0, and the problem (2.10) is similar to the problem (El) with 
the differential equation replaced by sV% = -a,, since 17,(x, y) > 0. Thus 
(2.9) and (2.10) are the standard problems that govern the behavior of the 
boundary layers along y = f 1, to either side of x,,(y). We conclude, as 
anticipated, that away from the shock curve x,,(y) the shock layer has no 
asymptotic effect on these boundary layers. In order to study the function 
w  in neighborhoods of the intersection points (x,,( f l), & 1) we return to 
the differential equation for w  written as in (2.8). If we neglect the variation 
of w  with respect to the y-variable (since changes in the y-direction are 
much smaller than changes in the x-direction), then the equation that 
governs w  is, to leading order, 
WY, = -(aw + w*/2).K. 
This equation has as a solution (first integral) the function W= W(x, E), 
where 
&W,= -(uW+ W2/2). (2.11) 
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If we now ask for a solution of (2.11) satisfying W(x,( .y), E) > 
Il~(xcl(+l), +1)-&3(+l), +l,E)Il,, we find that there is indeed such a 
function W. Asymptotically it behaves like a h-function that is peaked at 
x0(y) as y varies near + 1. Let us now focus our attention on a small 
[O(s)]-neighborhood N of the point (x,,(l), 1). The solution of (E2) is then 
described by the following inequality for (x, ~1) in N: 
Iw(x, Y, &)I d Wx, Y, ~1 exp[-(1 - yNml~)“~l. 
for m a constant in (0, 1). This inequality is obtained by showing that 
the function sZ(x, y, E) := W(x, y, c) exp[ - (1 - y)(m/&)“2] is a barrier 
function for w(cf. [4]), that is, we must show that 
w-(ao+W*/2).~-&V20<o 
and 
n-(aS2+SZ2/2).~-&V2S2~o, 
for o := -D. For instance, we see that 
52 - (al2 + P/2), - &V2f2 
= We~“‘-(aWe-“‘+(W2/2)e~2”‘).-EW,,e~’ ‘-mWe ’ I 
= We-‘.‘[l -m+ W,(l -e-’ I)] 
>o 
in a O(s)-neighborhood of (x0( 1 ), 1). We conclude that in a neighborhood 
of the point where the shock layer intersects the boundary layer along 
y = 1 the boundary layer is thicker [of order (m -‘E)‘~~] as a result of this 
intersection. In the absence of the shock layer the analysis that led to the 
estimate (2.7) shows us that the thickness of the boundary layer along 
y = 1 is of order E”’ [<(m -i~)‘~’ for 0 <m < 11. In a neighborhood of the 
lower intersection point (x0( - I), - 1) a similar argument reveals that 
Iw(x, Y, ~11 G W-T Y, E) exp[: -(l + yNml~)“21, 
in a O(c)-neighborhood of this point, which confirms the thickening of the 
boundary layer near (x,,( - I), - 1) as a result of the impinging shock layer. 
3. A GENERAL PROBLEM 
Using the second example in Section 2 as a guide we now investigate the 
interaction between a shock layer and a boundary layer in a solution of the 
general problem 
4c9/138/1-14 
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EV2U = a(u)u, + b(u)u, + c(x, y, u), (x, Y) in D, 
=: [a(u), b(u)] .vu + c(x, y, u), (PI 
4x9 Y, E) = d-5 Y), (4 Y) on aD, 
where a, 6, c, and cp are smooth functions of their arguments and D is a 
bounded open set in R* with a smooth boundary JD. To set the stage, let 
us assume that the differential equation in (P) has a smooth solution 
u = e(x, y, E) with a shock layer of width O(E) along a simple curve C 
defined implicitly by y(x, y) = 0. Let us assume further that C intersects aD 
in precisely two places and that C divides D into two disjoint “halves” D, 
and D, (cf. Fig. 1). We assume finally that the differential equation in (P) 
has a solution with a boundary layer of width O(E”*) along a portion of 
aD that includes the point of intersection I. 
Next we prescribe an “orientation” of C by assuming that the sub- 
domains D, and D, are described by y in the sense that 
and 
D,=((x,y)inD:y(x,y)>O}. 
Then the normal vector n := Vy along C( =y -l(O)) points into D,, while 
the normal vector (-n) points into D,; in other words, n[ -n] is the 
outer normal to aD,[aD,] along the boundary C. This orientation allows 
is to define an entropy condition that solutions U,, U, of the “inviscid” 
equation 
[a(U), b(U)]-VU+c(x, y, U)=O (RI 
must satisfy in order that 
lim 4x, Y, &I = U&, v), lx, v) in D,, E--r0 
= U,(x, YX (x, Y) in D,, 
FIG. 1. The basic domain. 
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for c the shock layer solution under study. Recall that for the one-dimen- 
sional problem [alay = 0] the entropy condition states that 
for x in the interval under consideration (cf. [S, Chap. 151). The analog of 
this condition for the problem (P) is 
(4UL(X, Y)), b(Uf,(x, Y)))-%(x2 Y)>O for (x, y) in D, u C, 
(4UR(X> Y)),b(U& Y))).VY(X, Y)<O for (x, y) in D, u C. 
(EC) 
The condition (EC) can be motivated by noting that if (a(U,), b(U,)) 
Vy > 0 along C then the U,-subcharacteristics of the reduced equation (R) 
leave D, nontangentially, while if (a( U,), b( U,)) .V( - y) > 0 then the 
U,-subcharacteristics of (R) leave D, nontangentially. 
Suppose now that we study the interaction of the shock layer (T with the 
boundary layer in a neighborhood of the intersection point I. We proceed 
as in the discussion of (E2) by setting u = rr + w  and noting that w  is then 
the solution of the problem in D 
&VW =v. [A(a + w) - A(a), B(o + w) - B(u)] + C(x, y, w), 
4x, y, E) = cp(x, Y) - 4x9 YY E) ==: rL(x, y, &I on dD. 
(3.1) 
Here A and B are antiderivatives of a and b, respectively, while 
C(x, y, w) := c(x, y, q + w) - c(x, y, 0). In order to estimate the size of MJ 
we look for a positive solution of the approximate problem 
sV*W=V[A(a+ W)-A(a), B(a+ W)-B(a)] 
W-G Y, El > 1111/11 oc 
in a neighborhood of I. By virtue of the entropy condition (EC) this 
problem has a smooth solution which behaves like a &function peaked 
along C. We now make the further assumption that the function c is 
“dissipative” in the sense that there exists a positive constant m, such that 
wC(x, y, w)>mm,w2 
for (x, y) in a neighborhood N of I and for all w  of interest (cf. [2]). Then 
by arguing as in the discussion of (E2) we find that 
Q(x, Y, ~1 := W(x, Y, E) expCF(x, y)W~)“*l, 
for m in (0, m ,), is a barrier function for the problem (3.1) in N. Here 
F= F(x, y) is a smooth function that represents dD in N, in the sense that 
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aD = F ‘(0) there and VF is the outer, unit normal (that is, VF . VF= 1). 
The impinging shock layer therefore thickens the boundary layer near Z to 
an extent which is consistent with our earlier calculations on the model 
problem (E2). 
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